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Introduction 

Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights have been very controversial 

summoning a high debate since their introduction in the Uruguay Round
1
: the constraints put 

to governments’ policies by the treaty to healthcare, agricultural, technological and 

environmental policies, raised the awareness of NGOs to make their views on medicine, food 

security and biodiversity (Maskus, 2002). The 2007 Development Agenda adopted by WIPO 

reflects the reluctance of developing countries to the upward harmonization of intellectual 

property protection required by the TRIPS and subsequent “TRIPS-plus” bilateral agreements 

(Weinstock Netanel, 2009). 

More than one study confirmed that the harmonization of standards on IPRs and their stronger 

enforcement brought to asymmetrical outcomes as positive effects on innovative activity for 

developed countries, no significant effect for developing ones (Allred & Park, 2007) and large 

transfers of income between countries, with the US being the major beneficiary (McCalman, 

2001). 

India is one of the emerging countries in the global landscape with requisite skills to design, 

manufacture and sell a whole host of products. Moreover is on the road of becoming the  

world’s favorite destination for R&D outsourcing (Mani, 2006). Pharmaceutical industry is 

one of the most prominent in the country it is also a technology intensive industry with 

relevant role of patents; moreover 70% of India’s high tech exports are composed of 

pharmaceutical and inorganic chemical products: so it is naturally candidate to be between the 

industries most influenced by changes in patent legislation. 

The aim of the paper is to find the effects of amendments to 1970 Indian Patent Act –needed 

by TRIPS agreement’s terms- to patenting activity at the Indian Patent Office (IPO) by both 

Indian and foreign firms. Section 1 analyzes the Indian pharmaceutical industry, section 2 

faces the National Innovation Policy system and defines some policy options from academic 

debate,  section 3 describes TRIPs implementation in India and its effects, section 4 describes 

the empirical exercise and the links with other studies, eventually the conclusions will deal 

with the policy issues, even derived from our study.  

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_01_e.htm 

http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_01_e.htm
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1. The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry 

Pharmaceutical Industry in India is older than India itself as independent state: in 1892 was 

founded the “Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works” to prepare simple products which, 

otherwise, would have been imported from England but manufactured with Indian raw 

materials. (Parthasarathy, 2002). In 1919 the firm “Bengal Immunity” was incorporated by 

some scientists in order to have their own supply to products useful for their studies 

(Chibilyaev, 1968). After the Second World War almost any MNC had her own presence on 

the Indian territory. From the 50s the Government allowed the MNCs to establish their own 

manufacturing plants in India, with subsequent decline of the domestic market share in the 

industry (Gasperoni, 2007) 

Those unexpected outcomes brought the Government to commit to an effort of self-

sufficiency by a strong policy intervention: (i) presence of state-owned firms; (ii) Drug Price 

Control Order; (iii) Indian Patent Act (Padmashree, 2005) 

The 1970 Indian Patent Act played a major role in building capabilities in chemical and 

pharmaceutical technology as noted by Chaudhuri (2005) and developed a “world-class 

generic-drug manufacturing sector” with three big players (Ranbaxy, Cipla and Dr Reddy’s) 

plus hundreds of SMEs accounting for a number of drug-manufacturing facilities recognized 

by U.S. Food and Drug Administration second only to U.S. themselves. (Mueller, 2007). 

It has to be noticed that imitation models are not a static, straightforward and general models, 

in fact, Indian pharmaceutical innovation model, fits consistently to the innovation systems 

based research of Kim (1997) and Hobday (2005) which describe increasingly sophisticated 

approaches to imitation.  

A key role is otherwise played by CSIR, the national research center, instituted in 1942, 

which provides a network of labs all over the country, with an effort of development of both 

product and processes. Outcomes have been more rewarding for the latter commitment rather 

than the former (Chaudhuri, 2005) with 70% of processes developed shared with the firms 

while only 10% have been commercialized (Gasperoni, 2007). 

The price control over the drugs was born in 1962 during the Sino-Indian conflict, with the 

need to provide basic medicines at reasonable prices. The Drug Control Price Order (DCPO) 

survived to the conflict changing in its purposes and features during the years. (Gasperoni, 
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2007). The aim –quite controversial- was to let have access to consumers to both Indian and 

international products at the same price fixing a price cap.  

Before TRIPS it is to say that the industry was low innovative, with very strong presence of 

the State both in price control and R-D, focused on processes.  

Some words need still to be spent about the Indian pharmaceutical patterns of innovation, 

which take the distances from the “science to market” pipeline model diffused in the US and 

Northern Europe: in India, many constraints as path dependency to commodity-producer 

business model, skewed internal market and  very high regulatory requirements that bind 

India scenario to be described as “catch up” situation (Chataway, Tait, & Weid, 2007), where 

former commodity-producer firms are going to transform into R-D based multinationals.  

Some factors such as the above mentioned large but skewed internal market, the weak and 

uneven public investment in health system, poor links between private and public, limited 

logistics and excessive bureaucracy are burdens to the Indian pharmaceutical sector’s catch 

up. 

2. National Innovation System and Policy Options 

“Today India has become one of the strongest in the world in terms of scientific manpower in capability and 

maturity. Hence, we are in a position not only to understand the technologies that we may have to borrow, but 

also to create our own technologies with extensive scientific inputs of indigenous origin.”
2
 

Science and Technology  Policy of 2003 aims to face and overcome the weaknesses above 

mentioned by the paper, by pointing out 16 objectives: going from tightening links between 

public and private, de-bureaucratization of institutions and universities, creating networks of 

infrastructures, developing specific IPRs for discoveries and innovations coming from 

traditional technology, fiscal measures to use of indigenous resources, raising public 

awareness, international cooperation (Science and Technology Policy , 2003 ).  

The main aim is to use the full potential of modern science and technology to protect, 

preserve, evaluate, update, add value to and utilize the extensive knowledge acquired over the 

long civilization experience of India. Moreover the focus on sustainability and towards fixing 

social diseases (such as hunger and malnutrition, poverty, drudgery and regional imbalances) 

is evident, together with the commitment to pursue such goals along with the development of 

technology and science (Science and Technology Policy , 2003 ) 

                                                           
2
 Hon'ble then President of India, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (Science and Technology Policy , 2003 ) 
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This Policy plan, nevertheless the pompousness imposed by long term policy jargon, shows 

the government’s concerns for a more coherent development of networks, in a very 

evolutionary fashion, with different interacting actors such as demand, firms and non-firm 

entities. 

We selected the contribution of few scholars about policy options for innovation of Indian 

pharmaceutical sector. 

Watal (2000) suggests policy options consistent with his neoclassical analysis proposing the 

instruments let available by TRIPs: price-control and compulsory licenses. Price control is 

found not to be able to outweigh the administrative and enforcement costs, while compulsory 

licenses seem more effective involving lower administrative costs and higher welfare gain. 

However, the outcome will never overcome losses involved by introduction of patent 

monopoly. For sake of clarity needs to be said that the analysis is conducted in a static 

environment and in a Cournot-style landscape. 

 An evolutionary approach comes from Chataway et al. (2007), that provide three mutually 

non exclusive scenarios for pharmaceutical development: (i) following a slavish “catch up” by 

mainstream model of drug development; (ii) exploit new patterns of innovation from existing 

habits and routines. Some firms are already doing this by sophisticated incremental processes, 

product innovation or by bio-generics, or again by tighten private-public interaction in fight 

killer diseases to gain cumulative knowledge, capabilities and specializations; (iii) exploiting 

dynamics outside its boundaries either by linkages with the global industry (Indian firms 

subcontracted by MNEs to perform outsourced R-D and clinical trials) or by determining a 

co-evolution of the system made of producers (pharmaceutical industry) and networks of 

users (mainly, national health system).  

The authors state the lack of courage of the policy makers to undertake riskier and more 

radical feats such as network coalitions with big pharmaceuticals and other health actors 

(global health funding foundations, public interest groups and government) to produce new 

products and systems. 

3. TRIPs Agreement and controversies between developed and developing countries 

TRIPs Agreement signified a very important leap towards a harmonized global international 

trade providing minimum standards on intellectual property rights equivalent for all the 

member countries.  
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The subject matter for patentability is now standardized according to article 27 which assesses 

that anything is an allowed subject matter but those relating to questions of ordre public or 

morality (art.27.2) and “may also exclude” diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for 

the treatment of humans and animals and plants and animals other than micro-organisms (art. 

27.3). Stricter control goes to compulsory licenses whose grants are constrained by previsions 

of art. 31, letting their use only in very extreme cases
3
.  

India implemented the TRIPs provisions in three steps: the first one is in 1999 by Patents 

(Amendment) Act which modifies section 5 of 1970 Indian Patent Act allowing for filing of 

product patents applications for medicines and drugs; moreover 1999 act provides exclusive 

marketing rights to patent application filed from January, 1
st
, 1995 through the so-called 

“mailbox system”. 

2002 Patents (Amendment) Act
4
 defines novelty and not-obviousness as patent requirements. 

On a practical side the act provided patent’s term extension to 20 years and reduced fees to 

file the application, moreover it reversed the burden of the proof of patent infringement as the 

accused person must provide the proof.  

2005 Third Amendment of Patents Act
5
 states that all food, agrochemical and pharmaceutical 

products are patentable under TRIPs-compliant Indian Patent Regime. 

Those provisions were very controversial in many developing countries, with India and Brazil 

ahead. This was so because developing countries were shorter in period of protection, less 

comprehensive and much less enforced. This means: symmetric IPRs but asymmetric reforms 

effort. 

An early study of Richardson and Gaisford (1996) demonstrates that IP rights symmetry is not 

a Nash equilibrium in a hypothetical bargaining between the two factions of North and South. 

They state that the gains from the symmetry position are from 53% to 60% of the Nash 

equilibrium ones. Eventually they argue that there has been a tradeoff between losses for 

developing countries on IP and gains elsewhere in the wider GATT agreement.  

                                                           
3
See footnote 1 for the link to TRIPs wording 

4
 2002 Patents (amendment) Act can be found at http://www.commonlii.org/in/legis/num_act/pa2002189/ 

5
 2005 Third Amendment of Patent Act can be found at 

http://www.commonlii.org/in/legis/num_act/pa2005189/ 
 

http://www.commonlii.org/in/legis/num_act/pa2005189/
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Losses are confirmed by other studies as the above mentioned work of Allred and Park (2007) 

which state:  

“for the middle income developing countries, raising patent strength appears to have a mild negative effect on 

patenting […]. This would be consistent with the view that such countries largely conduct adaptive, imitative 

research.”
6
 

In their conclusions they find, by raising patent strength: (i) negative effect on Domestic 

patenting; (ii) statistically insignificant effects both for Firm-level R&D and Foreign 

patenting.  

McCalman (2005; 2001) in two separate works estimated the value of income transfers 

coming from IP homogenization based semi endogenous growth model with significant 

contributions from Eaton and Kortum (1996). His main outcomes have been the transfer 

associated by TRIPs with India as one of the key countries affected by losses, i.e. 0.19% of 

GDP
7
. For sake of clarity, the estimates of the 2001 work are only related to the impact of the 

TRIPs agreement on a given set of innovations they do not cover the whole benefits of any 

increase of innovation. The work of 2005, goes beyond making both short run and long run 

estimates finding that long run analysis lead to an overall positive effect but unevenly 

distributed8. 

The main costs provided by stronger IPRs in a country are those deriving from creation of 

monopolies. According to standard neoclassical theory, this implies a transfer from 

consumer’s surplus to monopolist’s profits and a consistent deadweight loss. An interesting 

study by Watal (2000) estimates the loss of consumer’s surplus suffered by Indians after 

TRIPs introduction from $11 to $67 million depending on demand’s elasticity. Further, the 

author estimated increases in prices from 26% with linear elastic demand to 242% with CES
9
.  

On the other hand, dynamic advantages coming from strengthen of patent protection come 

from a study of Simonetti et al. (2007), which links them to technological capabilities of a 

                                                           
6
 Allred, Park (2007) pag. 890 

7
 McCalman (2001) p. 171, table 1 

8
 “short run estimates do not take into account the changed incentives that innovators face from the higher 

standards of protection implied by the TRIPs agreement. *…+ the income levels of all countries are raised to a 
degree that is sufficient to offset any negative redistributive impacts, *…+ However, these benefits are not 
evenly distributed. *…+ the TRIPs agreement delivers the smallest gains to India who experiences only a gain of 
0.08% in the level of steady state income.” 
9
 Watal (2000): p.735 
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country
10

. They found that TRIPs implementation can have dual effect: on one hand, boosting 

innovative capabilities of some firms as they move on high-end segment, on the other hand it 

can relegate others on the lower end of low value added segment of the industry.  

As can be seen by the studies, “one-size-fit-all” is far from being the optimal approach and is 

much more influenced by US –and more generally, the North- pressures. Last but not the 

least, appears quite clearly that –considering the net effect of TRIPs only on a given set of 

innovations- India is going to be one of the most disadvantaged countries by the TRIPs 

implementation, and some institutional reactions are more than expected to accomplish a 

catch up. 

4. The Empirical Analysis 

At this point we conduce an empirical analysis trying to find the effects of TRIPs 

implementation on the firms’ patenting activity in the Indian landscape, respect to patent 

applications and patents granted at Indian Patent Office (IPO). We expect, according to 

previous studies cited (Allred & Park, 2007) that there could be negative effects on domestic 

patenting where there is adaptive and imitative research.  

We selected a sample of 1,688 patents applications filed at IPO following a naïve rule, 

imposed by the very simple technology beneath the IPairs database
11

: we selected patent 

applications which have “pharmaceutical” in their title. 

Whereas IPairs database contains any data for patent granted from 50s to 2007, the patent 

applications are limited from 1995 and, due to some measuring problems have been limited 

by us to 2006. Eventually we have 1,688 observations from 1995 to 2006.  

For each of them we disaggregated their features into: (i) year of filing (ii) Dummy variable 

for granting (iii) Dummy variable for PCT procedure (iv) region of filing (4 different regions 

of filing
12

) (v) Dummy variable for 2
nd

 amendment (of IPA) patent application
13

 (vi) Dummy 

variable for 3
rd

 amendment (of IPA) patent application.  
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 “dynamic outcome is likely to depend on the strength of existing scientific and technological capabilities of 
the national pharmaceutical industry at the time of the regime change and the potential for further 
accumulation of the technological capabilities necessary to close the gap with industry global leaders.” p. 626 
11

 http://www.ipindia.nic.in/ipirs1/patentsearch.htm 
12

 IPO has 4 Patent Offices: Delhi, Calicut, Bombay and Madras 
13

 2
nd

 amendment of IPA  becomes effective from may, 2003. For an easier analysis  we analyze its effect, at 
least in the descriptive one, from 2004 

http://www.ipindia.nic.in/ipirs1/patentsearch.htm
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First amendment of IPA of 1999 was not possible to be inserted in our analysis, because the 

mailbox system provided for extend effects since January, 1, 1995; therefore every 

observation would have been influenced by it with no significance. 

For sake of truth, IPairs data can have seriously biased our estimates, as many patents granted 

had to be dropped due to the missing matching in the patent applications’ list.  

To summarize, our data and calculations shown below come from a genuine database 

obtained from IPairs database of IPO and can lack of rigorous control methods used by much 

more serious databases
14

. 

4.1 Descriptive Results  

We first tried to give a trend to patent applications versus patent grants: we noticed for the 

patent applications an exponential path of growth (R
2
=0.9251) while the rate of growth of 

grants is much less steep, leading to an increasing gap between patent applications and patent 

grants over the time.  

 

Figure 1 Trend in Applications vs Trend in Grants 

                                                           
14

 In order to have things more difficult, from 2002 there have been changes in the IPO’s way of coding patent 
applications moving from western-style city codes to domestic-style city codes (e.g. Calicut: from CAL to KOL; 
Bombay: from BOM to MUM; Madras: from MAS to CHE). Moreover, the PCT coding even changed from a 
“IN/PCT/year/# of app/region” code to “#/region+NP/year” code, closer to domestic codes, exactly the same 
but the suffix NP. 
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Patent granting increase confirms the technology transfer to India but what surprise the 

authors is the exponential surge of patent applications and consequent negative trend of patent 

granting ratio. Many options can be argued: one of them can be an increasing severity by IPO 

for not being inundated by patents limiting diffusion and draining resources for further 

innovations; another point can be the seek for a rent by inventing firms that try to suffer the 

cost of a patent application in order to get the advantages which a grant can bring; eventually 

there can be the patent thicket effect of some corporations. 

 

Figure 2 Trends in Patent Application per Region Source: own calculations on IPairs data 

 

Figure 3 Trends in Patent Grants per Region Source: own calculations on IPairs data 
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A further analysis is conducted on a geographical side: we found a clustering of patent 

applications in offices of Delhi and Mumbai (further referred as “cluster”) with an average 

“cluster offices/overall” ratio over the period 2000-2006
15

 analyzed of 80,69% and median 

value of 81,94%, while in grants the clustering effect is milder with an average “cluster 

offices/overall” ratio of 73,36% and median of 72,41%.  

 

Figure 4 Trends in PCT applications and grants Source: own calculations on IPairs data 

Last point of descriptive analysis regards PCT procedure. PCT provides an international filing 

date and an international search report which facilitates grant at national level. According to 

this, granting should be easier at national level as search is conducted by top-tier industrial 

property offices worldwide. The results in India are quite consistent: on the application side 

trends are not dissimilar to non-PCT applications with median values (mean index could have 

been quite misleading due to outlier values in 2006) of 43,5% of growth rate for PCT 

application versus 50% growth rate of non-PCT applications and an overall median value of 

growth rate of patent applications of 43,2%; on the grant side things change quite 

substantially as average PCT-granted patents growth rate is 33,06% against a negative non-

PCT granted patents growth rate of -8,80% while the overall average granted patents growth 

rate is 15,64%. Has to be noted that from 2004, the share of PCT patent applications granted 

is on average the 87,6%, reaching its highest value in 2006 with a share of 92,11%. However 

the dramatic decrease of patent grants in 2006 (grant ratio=8,05%) can be biased due to errors 
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 This time span has been selected due to the implementation of Mumbai office since 1999.   
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in the database not satisfactorily updated. It is to say that worldwide there has been a 

declining trend of PCT application growth rate since 2005 (WIPO, 2010, p. 8), and 2006 data 

could be consistent with this trend. Explanation for predominant presence of PCT granted 

patents is higher quality and faster approval, but it is to say that richer firms, which otherwise 

would have spent their resources to achieve an application of better quality, now can have 

been converted to PCT procedures.  

From a descriptive perspective what we have seen is: (i) for 2
nd

 amendment of IPA there was 

a decreasing of granting rates confirming the hypothesis mentioned above of the rent-seeking 

behavior; highest share of PCT patents granted and a strong decrease of non-PCT granted 

patents (average growth rate in the period 2004-2006 of -53,73%); (ii) for 3
rd

 amendment of 

IPA there was a significant decrease of granting rate of -60,42% and affects even in this case 

the PCT grant growth rate with a decrease of -59,30%. The similarity of the rates seems an 

overall increased severity on the grant of the patent. (iii) negative effect on domestic patenting 

(approximated by non-PCT filing) activity implied by TRIPs consistent to Allred and Park 

(2007) . 

4.2 Inference over the sample: the TRIPs effect more in depth  

In order to better understand the effect of TRIPs agreement on patenting activity in India we 

propose a simple LOGIT and PROBIT regression. Our dependent variable is the Dummy 

variable for granting of the patent application. We regress it with the other variables stated in 

the previous chapter. Our equation of regression is: 

Grantedi= a+ b1pcti+b2MUMi+b3KOLi+b4DELi+b5ndamendmenti+b6rdamendmenti   

where i is the patent application
16

.  

In a second time we will add to the regression equation the variable year in order to correlate 

somehow the effects to the time effect. 

                                                           
16

 CHE variable has been omitted in order to avoid multicollinearity effects. 
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Figure 5 Inferences without YEAR variable using STATA. Source: own calculations on IPairs data 

The pseudo-R
2
 is low: it is to say that our regressions aim to find the effects of the variables 

on the likelihood of getting a patent granted; we do not want to explicate the entire process of 

having a patent granted, which is expected to rely much more on the invention as such and 

should cover the main part of the granting effect. Therefore, we can say that a pseudo-R
2
 

ranging between 0.1474 and 0.1645 is quite satisfactory for our explanatory purposes. 

However, the results are quite confirming what we have said before: PCT procedure is 

positively correlated to the likelihood of having the patent granted, this is because of the 

higher quality and faster procedures that lures the best inventions to be patented by it. DEL 

and MUM, the regions where clustering happened are negatively correlated to granting 

probability, this could be due to the fact that much more applications are filed there even 

when it is too early to get a patent for the invention or for the phenomenon of rent seeking. 

For amendments of IPA, the regression shows a significant negative correlation between 

granting likelihood and 3
rd

 amendment, meaning that with its introduction getting a rent on a 
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patent is harder, while negative correlation exists even with 2
nd

 amendment but with different 

levels of significance (5% for LOGIT; 10% for PROBIT) . 

We now add to our analysis the YEAR variable trying to see if there are changes in 

coefficient linked to time effect. 

 

 

Figure 6 Inference with YEAR variable using STATA. Source: own calculations on IPairs data 

The year variable is negatively correlated with granting likelihood, that is that, year by year 

have been more difficult to obtain a grant on the patent application. There is strong statistical 

significance in the positive correlation between 2
nd

 amendment of IPA and probability of 

getting a patent, while 3
rd

 amendment still maintains its negative correlation. At this point, 

one can argue that 2
nd

 amendment enhanced the likelihood of getting a patent but in general 

gets overcome by 3
rd

 amendment effect.  
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On 3
rd

 amendment effect two issues have to be raised: (i) there is the possibility to still have 

incomplete data for 2006; (ii) too short time has passed to evaluate the effect.  

5. Conclusions 

Although our simple empirical analysis, we derived some interesting quantitative results, even 

corroborative  on our initial suggestions. Increase in the number of applications more than 

proportional to  the number of grants (i.e. decrease of the granting ratio) can be related to 

more ferment in patent activity granted by TRIPs implementation.  

On one hand the 2nd amendment of IPA contributed to raise the probability of having a patent 

granted, on the other, 3rd amendment of IPA brought  to a stricter control of patent 

applications and reduced the probability of having a patent granted. However we can infer 

that under TRIPs a national patent is more difficult to get, but has a higher value. 

India’s patenting trend can be inferred as result of  networking, clusters of innovation and 

absorptive capabilities around areas linked to patent offices of Mumbai and Delhi. 

With TRIPS and GATT the level of  competition arose with stronger requirements, and India 

needs policy options to catch up the leading firms. The typical SMEs Indian system has to 

face a competition with established MNCs, bringing in new kind of business models and 

dynamic capabilities.  

Policy options’ analysis showed that a neoclassical analysis is not sufficient to prevail over 

the costs deriving from TRIPs implementation. Here, an evolutionary approach is preferred as 

co-evolution seems the best options in a country where public presence is strong and public 

health concerns high towards a coherent development of a system composed by 

pharmaceutical firms, MNEs, public institutions and demand, channeled by health system. 

Pro-activity of Indian system is required throughout innovation enhancing: one example is 

CSIR initiative of Open Source Drug Discovery
17

, where an open source platform is provided 

to fight some killer diseases as Tuberculosis or Malaria. The initiative could lead to 

accumulation of knowledge, capabilities and specialization for an entire industrial system in 

fields resulting not profitable by single private firms. Moreover WIPO can access profitable 

assistance by databases and auditing, a service provided to countries in order to assess the 

effects on economic and innovational side that an IP policy will bring.  

                                                           
17

http://www.osdd.net 
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Another issue we propose is raising awareness of Intellectual Property Rights and their effects 

on development on the agendas of International Financing Institutions to spread their use and 

knowledge especially to SMEs. 

Further patterns of research might be the better understanding of the MNEs role in the Indian 

industry, as even WIPO international report does not have data on domestic and foreign 

patenting activity in the sub-continent. This achievement would lead to a better estimation of 

TRIPs effects on patenting activity in a much more disaggregated way. Another avenue of 

research we suggest is focusing more on the domestic patenting activity, especially in 

countries where SMEs are still important, as it can be the entry-level of patenting activity, 

estimating their value respect to USPTO and EPO patents can be very useful to better 

understand patenting patterns of a country. 
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